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ELEMENT
Professional award winning design combines with advanced and cutting-edge technologies

It’s good to be at home
Neo-classic style interior with its sophisticated luxury 
of modern times is an ideal choice for bathroom 
design. This collection comprises all contemporary 
design ideas and combines perfectly with advanced 
materials.

Wall-hung cabinet and column cabinet provide not 
only comfortable storage of daily necessities, but also 
lend variety of colors and forms to the interior of a 
room. You will be inspired by all-purpose mirror 
wardrobe which is in harmony with all other elements 
of the collection.

Wood finish harmoniously fits into the interior and 
contrasts beautifully with white ceramic components. 
Chromed metal cabinet fittings comply with the highest 
quality standards and provide furniture durability. 
Basin dimensions are adjusted to cabinet size, and in 
combination with functional mirror it creates perfect 
harmony in the interior.

Compact shower cabin equipped with shower base 
with reinforced metal frame, 8 mm tempered safety 
glass, advanced self-regulating rollers and sturdy 
aluminium frame provides reliability and enjoyment 
while taking a shower.

Modern and thoughtful design completed with 
innovative programs provides hygienic functions as 
well 

as high comfort level bringing aesthetic and real-life 
satisfaction.

http://laviniaboho.com
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SHOWER CABIN
Modern aesthetics with intuitive operation

Perfect choice for those who have active lifestyle requiring regular hygienic procedures. 
This shower cabin is made from sound, high-quality and durable materials.

Vendor code : 12080050

Size : 1000 х 1000 х 2150 mm

Warranty : 5 years

Standard supply package includes: acrylic shower base; 8 mm tempered safety glass; 
special self-cleaning coating; touch switchboard; magnetic seals; chromed handles (2 
pcs); hydromassage; ceiling lights; rainshower; shower head (5 modes); shower rail; 
shower hose (1500 mm).
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WALL-HUNG CABINET
Proclaims modern practicability, embodying the highest quality and manufacturing standards along with self-

indulgence and forethought of details

The wood fits harmoniously into contemporary-styled bathroom design and accentuates 
the shape of a room and well-organized interior. You can easily arrange your bathroom 
necessities in sizeable drawers.

Vendor code : 12080010

Size : 1100 х 480 х 600 mm

Warranty : 5 years

Suitable for : basin 12080020; mirror wardrobe 12080040; 
  column cabinet 12080030

Standard supply package includes: wall-hung cabinet; set of chromed metal fittings; 
chrome color metal handle; fixing set to mount the cabinet on the wall.
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COLUMN CABINET
A perfect complement to a contemporary bathroom

Attractive and outstanding finish of this column cabinet really makes the interior fresh and 
brilliant. Open-type shelves are an original solution to space saving and storage 
expansion.

Vendor code : 12080030

Size : 520 х 400 х 1600 mm

Warranty : 5 years

Suitable for : cabinet 12080010; mirror wardrobe 12080040

Standard supply package includes: column cabinet; removable shelves made of wood 
laminate (8 pcs); fixing set. This model has two design variants: the door with left side 
hinges and the door with right side hinges.
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BASIN FAUCET
Tilted aerator provides easy use of the faucet

The faucet design is characterized by refined lines, respectable and rich appearance. 
This high-tech design solution will satisfy the highest quality and comfort requirements!

Vendor code : 12080060

Warranty : 10 years

Suitable for : basin 12080020

Standard supply package includes: basin faucet; flexible connector; fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner Fabio Zanetti Catherine Hofmann Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their 
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and 
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO 
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with 
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special 
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique 
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due 
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect 
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.

http://laviniaboho.com
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LAVINIA BOHO innovation & design
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